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Some lacks in interface terminology

Thesauri/ vocabularies are present (belgian thesaurus, local 
thesaurus…) and somehow used.
 
BUT, no tools to maintain them (no terminology server), to analyse 
there utilization, to update them, lack of informatic skills to 
implement them… just tireness to work on 50.000 lines Excel sheet !
 
Today the structure of these thesauri are outdated comparing to 
new technical database standards : medical knowledge evolve but 
IT technology also ! → knowledge management
 



The example of snomed-CT



« Is a » relations



ConceptRelation



Imediate project 2014-2017

 
 Involving  hospital and GP
 Extracting problems from medical document free text
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Post - coordination

Pancréatite bactérienne
| Pancreatitis (disorder) | : | Causative agent (attribute) |=| Bacterium (organism) |
 
Syntax 
|Concept| :| attribute| = |value|
 



Concepts

Relations (attributes)

Concepts

Values



Attributes



Snomed-CT support

Refsets files
Updates every 6 months

Extensive documentation
 Technical implementation guide
 Editorial guide
 Learning modules, starter guide 

MRCM : machine readable concept model

Browsers, API, MRCM file ... 



Drawbacks of Snomed

Ambiguity, redondance
Lack of primary care concepts (symptoms, procedures, social...)
Failure to manage langages in a standardized way
...
 



Buildings blocks of knowledge management

Model of meaning 
CEN 13606, FHIR

Model of use
human interface

data capture
data display

Code system 
terminology



Material for primary care concept model ?  

Primary care concepts are mainly consistent with ICPC principles : many still 
rules exists !

 Episode of care definition, problem list definition 
 Relations with the SOAP
 RFE : has to be choose in every component
 Other things not expressed in component or sub-component

 Risk factor
 Severity (uncomplicated, complicated, severity stage)
 Fonctionnality
 Certainty
 Chronic disease
 Inclusion, exclusions, consider
 Cross chapter issues



Material for primary care concept model ?  

 
 Relations to the other terminologies (ICD, ICF, ICHI, LOINC, 

SNOMED…)
  
 Relations beetween translations of ICPC → set of files



Focus of ICPC ?

Epidemiology only                     Doing everything
 
Epidemiology mainly coded in daily practice → connected to daily professionnel process
 
ICPC is still used in many places for other purpose because of the relevance of its categories 
for clinicians also as an opener of other terminologies

 
Interoperability  of ICPC ?

 With interface terminology (model of use)
 With clinical decision support
 For (academic) education purpose : continuous learning systems 
 With hospital systems – continuity of care
 Access to patient information
 
 
 
 
 
 



Hacking ICPC !

 
 
 
Epidemiology only                  Doing everything

Would you hack ICPC-3 to 
ontologize it ?
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